Syllabus World Cultural Complexity

This site is under construction for undergraduate courses using computer labs to teach cross-cultural analysis and research writing based on cross-cultural research. This particular course will take a complexity science approach. It will provide on-line links to the extensive literature that uses the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample, some of which are provided here.

(Required readings-for fall 2007 class)


Also available for viewing on-campus (live links, license to view): from the most recent


OTHERS, NON STANDARD CROSS-CULTURAL SAMPLE


D. Douglas Caulkins, Jonathan G. Andelson, Vicki Bentley-Condit, and Kathryn A. Kamp

......particularly if the original study was carried out with a different cross-cultural sample than the PSF. Ross's (1993) study, which uses the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample rather than the PSF, has proved useful for this purpose. Naroll's (1983......


......Korotayev published a cross-cultural study of kinship terminology...cultures. In 1999, a cross-cultural study of romantic...that have a double standard. The latter have the...of the Society for Cross-Cultural Research (Bondarenko...Cultural Units in Cross-Cultural Research," de Munck...independence of a sample of cultures. And de......


Murray A. Straus
Cross-Cultural Reliability and Validity of the Revised Conflict Tactics Scales: A Study of University Student Dating Couples in 17 Nations


